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ABSTRACT

IIn the everyday
y world, much
h of what we do
d is dictated by
b
hhow we interrpret spatial relationships.
r
This is calleed
pproxemics. What
W
is surprrising is how
w little spatiial
rrelationships arre used in interraction design, i.e., in terms of
o
m
mediating peop
ple’s interactions with surrrounding digittal
ddevices such as digital su
urfaces, mobille phones, an
nd
ccomputers. Ou
ur interest is in
n proxemic intteraction, whicch
im
magines a world
w
of dev
vices that haas fine-graineed
kknowledge of nearby
n
people and other dev
vices – how theey
m
move into ran
nge, their preccise distance, and even theeir
oorientation – an
nd how such knowledge
k
can
n be exploited to
ddesign interactiion techniquess. In particularr, we show ho
ow
w
we used proxeemic informattion to regulaate implicit an
nd
eexplicit interaaction techniq
ques. We also show ho
ow
pproxemic interractions can be triggered by continuou
us
m
movement, or by
b movement in
i and out of diiscrete proxem
mic
rregions. We illlustrate these concepts
c
with the
t design of an
a
innteractive verrtical display surface that recognizes th
he
pproximity of su
urrounding peo
ople, digital deevices, and non
nddigital artefactss – all in relatiion to the surfface but also th
he
ssurrounding en
nvironment. Our
O example ap
pplication is an
a
innteractive meedia player th
hat implicitly reacts to th
he
aapproach and orientation of
o people and
d their person
nal
ddevices, and thaat tailors expliccit interaction methods
m
to fit.
A
ACM Classific
cation: H5.2 [Information interfaces an
nd

ppresentation]: User
U Interfacess. - Graphical user
u interfaces.
G
General terms: Design, Hum
man Factors
K
Keywords: Pro
oximity, proxeemics, location
n and orientatio
on

aaware, implicit interaction, ex
xplicit interactiion
INTRODUCTIO
ON

S
Spatial relation
nships play an
n important role in how we
w
pphysically inteeract, commun
nicate, and eng
gage with other
ppeople and with objects in
n our everydaay environmen
nt.
P
Proxemics is Edward
E
Hall’s theory of theese interperson
nal
sspatial relationships [8]. It deescribes how people
p
perceiv
ve,
innterpret and use distance, posture and
d orientation to
C
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eractions relate p
people to devicess, devices to
Figure 1. Proxemic inte
ects to people and
d devices.
devicces, and non-digi tal physical obje

mediatte relations tto other peoople, and to the fixed
(immoobile) and sem
mi-fixed (movvable) featurees in their
enviroonment [8]. P
Proxemic theory correlatess physical
distancce with sociial distance (albeit in a culturally
dependdent manner): intimate 6-18”, personal 1.55-4’, social
4-12’, and public 122->25’ distancees. As the term
ms suggest,
the ddistances lendd themselves to a progrression of
interacctions ranging from highly intimate to personal, to
social and then to puublic. Each disttance also defines a close
and farr phase that afffects that interraction [8].
Hall eemphasizes thee role of proxxemic relationnships as a
form of people’s iimplicit comm
munication – a form of
commu
munication that interactive com
mputing system
ms have yet
to undderstand. In sppite of the oppportunities preesented by
peoplee’s natural uunderstanding of proxemicss, only a
relativvely small num
mber of researcch installationss – usually
withinn Ubiquitous C
Computing (U
Ubicomp) expllorations –
incorpporate spatial reelationships wiithin interactionn design.
Yet thhese installationns are somewhhat limited. Foor example,
a variiety of system
ms trigger acctivity by dettecting the
presennce or absence of people withhin a space, e.gg., reactive
enviroonments have ddevices in a room react to prresence [3],
or digiital surfaces thhat detect and rreact to a devicce within a
given rrange [14] [155]. While usefuul, this is a crudde measure
of prooxemics, as itt only consideers distance as a binary
value, i.e., within or outside a given distaance. True
proxem
mics demand ffine-grained knnowledge of peeople’s and
devicee’s continuous movement inn relationship with each
other, and how this would affect iinteraction. Tw
wo projects
stand oout here [11] [21]; both havee a vertical digiital surface

reacting to people’s distance from it to control the
information displayed. We take their work even further,
where we extend previous notions of proxemic interactions.

(e.g., ray casting, or pick and drop [14]), but this is just a
function of where people have to stand for the technique to
work.

Our contributions consider the complete ecology present in
a small space Ubicomp environment (illustrated in Figure
1): the relationships of people to devices, of devices to
devices, and of non-digital objects to people and devices.
For this, we exploit continuous knowledge of distance,
orientation, movements, and identity to drive the possible
interactions. Building upon Vogel’s [21] and Ju’s [11]
work, we demonstrate how proxemic information can
regulate both implicit and explicit interaction techniques
within a realistic application, either based on continuous
movement, or by movement in and out of discrete proxemic
zones. By implicit, we mean actions the computer takes
based on its interpretation of implied user actions vs.
explicit control actions stated by the end user. We explain
how proxemic interactions consider aspects of the fixed and
semifixed feature environment, and how they extend
attentive interfaces. Proxemic interactions also extend
beyond pairwise interaction and consider one person or
multiple people in relation to an ecology of multiple
devices and objects in their nearby environment.

Several early works considered how a spatially-aware
mobile device would interact with a large digital surface.
Notably, Chameleon [6] was a palmtop computer aware of
its position and orientation. When used relative to a vertical
display, Chameleon’s contents would vary depending on its
spatial orientation to that surface. Similarly, Rekimoto’s
spatially-aware M-Pad mobile device behaved like a clickthrough toolglass whose attributes affect the nearby items
on the surface [14].
Somewhat later, several researchers considered vertical
surfaces that react to the spatial presence of people. For
example, Shoemaker [18] introduced techniques for a
person to directly interact with digital content on a vertical
wall surface through real or virtual shadows. The person’s
movement in the space and resulting changes of the shadow
projections become part of the interaction. Hello.World
[13] introduced the notion of ‘distance-dependent
semantics’, where the distance of an individual from the
wall defined the interactions offered and the kind of
information shown. Technically, Hello.World could
discriminate people’s rough positions as three spatial zones.
Vogel et al. [21] took this concept even further, where they
directly applied Hall’s theory to define four proxemic zones
of interaction. From far to close, these ranged from ambient
display of information, then to implicit, then subtle, and
finally personal interaction. A major idea in their work –
developed even further by Ju [11] – is that interaction from
afar is public and implicit, and becomes more private and
explicit as people move towards the surface.

We illustrate these concepts with the design of an
interactive vertical display surface that recognizes the
proximity of surrounding people, digital devices, and nondigital artefacts. Our example application is an interactive
home video media player centered around a vertical surface
in a living room. It implicitly reacts to the approach and
orientation of people, and their personal devices and
objects. Depending on the distance of people to the display
and their movements, the application implicitly changes
information displayed on the screen, and reacts by
implicitly triggering application functions. Furthermore, we
explain how explicit interaction is supported from these
varying distances to the interactive display surface.

Researchers have also considered a person’s proximity to a
small display. Lean and Zoom, for example, used the
distance between the user’s head and a notebook display to
control a zoom effect [9]: the smaller the distance, the
larger the displayed content.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. After
summarizing related work, we provide a scenario of people
using our proxemic media player. Next, we introduce four
dimensions describing the possible proxemic relationships
involving people and their things. We then introduce
concepts for designing proxemic interactions in Ubicomp,
which we illustrate via our proxemic media player. We
close with a brief description of our implementation.

As mentioned earlier, we extend this prior work by
exploiting continuous distance, orientation, movement and
identity to tune surface interaction, where we incorporate
multiple people and features of the fixed and semifixed
environment as a complete ecology.
Device to Device Connectivity Via Proximity Sensing

A major problem in Ubicomp is how to control the
connectivity of devices. Consequently, various researchers
have considered how spatial distance can be used to
connect devices. Most approaches define a single discrete
spatial region – which often depends on the sensing
technology used – where a connection (or user interaction
leading to a connection) is triggered when the spatial
regions between devices overlap. With Smart-its friends
[10], such a connection can be established once two devices
sense similar values through attached sensors (such as
accelerometers). By shaking a pair of devices
simultaneously, an inter-device connection can be

RELATED WORK

We sample related work out of two research areas:
interactive wall surfaces that sense the presence of nearby
devices and of people to mediate implicit and explicit
interaction, and devices that sense the presence of other
devices to mediate connectivity and information exchange.
Proximity-Aware Surfaces and Displays

The majority of HCI research involving digital wall
displays explores direct touch or gestural interaction, but
otherwise ignores proximity. Some techniques do expect
people to be at a certain distance from the display to work
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eestablished. Want
W
[22] intro
oduced the tecchnique of
ddetecting nearb
by objects and devices throug
gh attached
R
RFID tags, whiile Rekimoto [16]
[
combined RFID and
innfrared for esstablishing dev
vice connectiv
vity. These
techniques are powerful for connecting deevices that
aare in very closse proximity or
o – like in maany cases –
aare even directlly touching onee another. Swin
ndells [19]
inntroduced a similar
s
techniq
que that workeed from a
laarger distance,, where he app
plied it to the gesturePen
g
ffor initiating reemote pointing for device seleection. We
eextend this prior
p
work, where we contribute
techniques thatt go beyond a binary
b
device connection
c
sstate: we intrroduce techniiques that move
m
from
aawareness at a larger distancce, to gradually
y revealing
oof higher leveel of detail, to
o direct interraction for
trransferring dig
gital informatio
on between dev
vices.
S
Spatial relation
ns have also been used to mediate
m
the
innformation exchanged
e
between
b
deviices. For
eexample, Kray’s group coord
dination negotiiation [12]
inntroduced spaatial regions around mobille phones.
T
Their scenario
o used thesee regions to negotiate
eexchange of in
nformation with
h others and to
o visualize
thhe regions on a tabletop. Deepending on ho
ow devices
w
were moved in
n and out of th
hree discrete reegions, the
trransfer of med
dia data betweeen the devices is
i initiated.
W
We extend theiir approach to interaction aro
ound large
ssurfaces, wherre the degree of shared in
nformation
bbetween devicees depends no
ot only on theeir relative
ddistance, but also orientation.
G
Gellersen’s RELATE
R
Gateeways [7] prrovided a
sspatial-aware visualization of nearby devices.
d
A
ggraphical map showed the spatial
s
room laayout, and
iccons indicated
d the position of other nearb
by devices.
A
Alternatively, icons
i
at the bo
order of a mob
bile device
sscreen represented the ty
ype and loccation of
ssurrounding deevices (see alsso [16]). We extend
e
this
nnotion with: visualizations
v
that include proximityp
ddependent leveel of detail, an
nd with techn
niques that
m
move from awareness to direect interaction depending
oon a person’s distance
d
and oriientation to thee display.

Figure
F
2: Proxem
mic Interaction: a ) activating the ssystem when a person enters
the
t room, b) conttinuously reveali ng of more conte
ent with decreasing distance
of the person to th
he display, c) allo
owing explicit intteraction through
h direct touch
when person in cclose distance, a
and d) implicitly sswitching to full sscreen view
when perrson is taking a sseat.

nearbyy people, objects, and othher digital deevices. All
equipm
ment is situated in a room thhat resembles a domestic
living room.

T
THE PROXEMIIC MEDIA PLA
AYER APPLICA
ATION

W
We use the ex
xample of peo
ople interactin
ng with a hom
me
m
media player application
a
loccated in a liviing room. Latter
ssections, which
h present conccepts for designing proxem
mic
innteractions, wiill use episodees from this sceenario to ancho
or
thhe discussion.

ws Fred approaching the dispplay at four
Figuree 2 (top) show
distancces (a’ – d’), while the fouur scenes at tthe bottom
shows what Fred woould see at thosse distances. Innitially, the
proxem
mic media plaayer is ‘asleepp’ as the room
m is empty.
When Fred enters tthe room at pposition (a’), the media
playerr recognizes F
Fred and whhere he is sttanding. It
activattes the displayy, shows a shorrt animation too indicate it
is actiivated, and thhen displays foour large videeo preview
thumbbnails held in F
Fred’s media ccollection (Figuure 2a). As
Fred m
moves closer tto the display (b’), the videeo preview
thumbbnails and titless shrink continnuously to a sm
maller size,
thus sshowing an inncreasing num
mber of availaable videos
(2b). W
When Fred is very close to the surface (cc’), he can

O
Our scenario fo
ollows Fred who
w is approach
hing the displaay
ffrom a distancce. We explaain how the system
s
supporrts
F
Fred’s implicitt and explicitt interaction with
w
the digittal
ssurface as a fu
unction of his distance and orientation. Th
he
pprimary interface of the interactive media play
yer
aapplication sup
pports browsin
ng, selection, and
a playback of
o
vvideos on a larrge wall-moun
nted digital surrface: a 52 incch
toouch-sensitive SmartBoard from
f
Smart Teechnologies, In
nc.
((Figure 2, top).. A Vicon mottion capture sy
ystem tracks, via
v
rreflective infrared markers, the
t location an
nd orientation of
o
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the coach. When all people leave the room, the application
stops the video playback and turns off the display.

select a video directly by touching its thumbnail the screen.
More detailed information about the selected video is then
shown on the display (2c), which includes a preview
playback that can be played and paused (2c, top), as well as
its title, authors, description and release date (2c, right).
When Fred moves away from the screen to sit on the couch
(d’), his currently selected video track starts playing in
fullscreen view (2d). If Fred had previously seen part of
this video, the playback is resumed at Fred’s last viewing
position, otherwise it starts from the beginning.

While this media player is a simple application domain, it
provided a fertile setting to develop and explore concepts
of proxemic interaction. In the next section we introduce
the dimensions of input that are essential for designing
proximity aware interfaces. Then we will discuss the details
of proxemic interaction concepts associated with a single
person or multiple people interacting with a large digital
surface.

Fred tires of this video, and decides to select a second video
from the collection. He pulls out his mobile phone and
points it towards the screen (Figure 4b). From its position
and orientation, the system recognizes the phone as a
pointer, and a row of preview videos appears at the bottom
of the screen (as in Figure 4b). A visual pointer on the
screen provides feedback of the exact pointing position of
Fred’s phone relative to the screen. Fred then selects the
desired videos by flicking the hand downwards, and the
video starts playing. Alternately, Fred could have used a
non-digital pen to do the same interaction (Figure 4a).

DIMENSIONS OF PROXEMIC RELATIONSHIPS

While many dimensions are used by people to mediate their
interpersonal proxemic interactions, we identify four
dimensions as essential if a system is to determine the basic
proxemic relationships between entities (people, digital
devices, and non-digital objects): position, orientation,
movement, and identity.
Position of an entity can be described in absolute or
relative terms. For the absolute position we have to know
the distance of the entity from a defined fix point in the
space. Once such a fixed point in space is defined, the
absolute position of every entity can be described as the
three dimensional position relative to this fixed point.
Relative position, on the other hand, can be determined
from knowing the spatial relationship between two entities
(e.g., between a person and object), and does not require a
common fixed point of reference.

Somewhat later, Fred receives a phone call. The video
playback automatically pauses when he answers the phone
(Figure 3b), but resumes playback after he finishes the call.
Similarly, if Fred turns away from the screen to (say) read a
magazine (Figure 3a), the video pauses, but then continues
when Fred looks back at the screen.
As Fred watches the video while seated on the couch,
George enters the room. The title of the currently playing
video shows up to at the top of the screen to tell George
what video is being played (Figure 6a). When George
approaches the display, more detailed information about the
current video becomes visible at the side of the screen
where he is standing (Figure 6b). When George moves
directly in front of the screen (thus blocking Fred), the
video playback pauses and the browsing screen is shown
(Figure 6c). George can now select other videos by
touching the screen. The view changes back into full screen
view once both sit down to watch the video. If Fred and
George start talking to each other, the video pauses until
one of them looks back at the screen (Figure 3c).

Through the knowledge of absolute or relative position, we
can calculate information about distance (e.g., imperial or
metric units) between objects and people.
Orientation provides the information about which direction
an entity is facing. This makes sense only if an entity has a
well-defined ‘front’ (e.g., a person’s eyes, the point of a
pencil). Similar to location, we can differentiate between
the absolute orientation of an entity (e.g., described through
yaw, pitch, and roll) or relative orientation (e.g., a
quantitative description such as “this person is facing that
object”). From orientation, determine where a ray cast from
one entity would intersect with another entity (ray casting).
Movement lets us understand the changes of position and
orientation of an entity over time. This also means we can
calculate the velocity of these changes. These movements,
for example, reveal how a person is approaching a
particular device or object.

Fred takes out his personal portable media player from his
pocket. A small graphic representing the mobile device
appears on the border of the large display, which indicates
that media content can be shared between the surface and
portable device (Figure 5a). Fred moves closer to the
surface while pointing his device towards it; the graphic on
the surface responds by progressively and continuously
revealing more information about the content held on the
media device (Figure 5b). When Fred moves directly in
front of the surface while holding the device, he sees large
preview images of the device’s video content, and can then
transfer videos to and from the surface and portable device
by dragging and dropping their preview images (Figure 5c).
The video playback on the large screen resumes as Fred
puts his portable device back in his pocket and sits down on

Identity uniquely describes the entities in the space. The
most detailed information provides the exact identity of a
person or object (e.g., “Fred”, “Person A”, “Fred’s Cell
phone”). Other less detailed forms of identity are possible,
such as identifying a category precisely (e.g., “book”,
“person”), or roughly (“non-digital object”), or even
affiliation to a group (e.g., “family member”, “visitor”).
DESIGNING FOR PROXEMIC INTERACTION

We now describe concepts of applying these four input
dimensions in meaningful ways to people’s proxemic
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Knnowledge of semi-fixed
feaatures can alsso mediate
inteeraction. To illustrate
thiss point, we coompare two
stagges of a persoon relative
to the media player’s
surface:
inteeractive
from
a
appproaching
distance (see Figure 2,
possition a’) andd watching
n is (a)
Figure 3: Integrating attentive interface behaviiour: pausing the
e video playback when the person
zine, (b) answeriing a call, or (c) talking
t
to anothe
er person
reading a magaz
thee video when seated at
thee
semi-fixedd
couch
w
Ubicomp
p systems. To
T ground ou
ur
innteractions with
(Figur
the
person
re
2
position
d
d’).
The
actua
al
distance
of
eexplanation, we
w highlight particular
p
exam
mples from th
he
relativve to the surfacce is similar inn both situationns, yet they
sscenario that illlustrate how eaach concept can
n be applied.
suggesst very differennt forms of inteeraction. The ffact that the
Incorporating the Fixed- and
d Semi-fixed Feature
F
Space
e
personn is seated onn a couch or chair facing tthe display
O
One promise of Ubicomp is to situate technology in
becom
mes an indicatoor for watchingg the video. Yeet standing
ppeople’s everyd
day environmeents, in a way that lets peop
ple
at the ssame distance and then moviing closer to thhe screen is
innteract with in
nformation tech
hnology in their familiar placees
used tto infer that thhe person is inncreasingly innterested in
aand environmen
nt. Dourish fraamed this concept as embodieed
gettingg more inform
mation about thhe available viddeos in the
innteractions [5]; technology that is seamllessly integrateed
media collection. (O
Of course, inferrences may nott always be
innto people’s ev
veryday practicces, rather than
n separated from
correctt. This will be discussed laterr).
thhem. Context--aware compu
uting is one outcome of thiis,
Thus, information about distancce and orientaation of a
w
where some kiind of contextt-aware sensing
g [17] provideed
personn relative to thhe fixed and ssemi-fixed feaature space
ddevices with knowledge
k
abo
out the situatio
on around them
m.
providdes cues that ccan mediate im
mplicit interacctions with
T
This sensing usually
u
involveed measuring a coarser subsset
the sysstem.
oof our dimensions, e.g., verry rough posittions, and other
ffactors such as noise, light, or
o tilting. We contribute
c
to th
his
Interp reting Directe
ed Attention to
o People and O
Objects
bby introducing the notion of having contex
xt-aware system
ms
Proxem
mic interactionns can be used to extend the concept of
m
mediate embo
odied interacttion by und
derstanding th
he
attentiive user interrfaces (AUIs)) that are deesigned to
pproxemic relatiionships (as defined
d
by our dimensions) of
o
“suppoort users’ attenntional capacitties.” [20]. In AUIs, the
ppeople to the fixed- and semi-fixed
s
feaature space [8]
system
m reaction deppends on whethher a person iis directing
ssurrounding theem.
his orr her attentionn to the device that holds tthe system
(usuallly through dettection of eye gaze) [20]. W
We take this
F
For an interacctive system (such
(
as the interactive waall
AUI
c
concept
one
st
tep
further,
wh
here
we
also
iincorporate
ddisplay in our media player application),
a
knowledge
k
about
inform
mation
about:
w
what
entity
a
person
is
atten
nding, and
thhe fixed featu
ure space inclludes the layo
out of the fixeed
the imp
mportance of disstance and orieentation in thatt context.
aaspects of the room, such as existing walls,
w
doors an
nd
w
windows. It alsso includes kno
owledge about fixed displays –
Attendding to the sysstem itself occuurs if the devicce reacts to
ssuch as a digitaal surface – loccated in this en
nvironment. Fo
or
how itt is being loooked at. This is how most traditional
innstance, the knowledge
k
abo
out the positio
on of the fixeed
AUIs w
work. We incllude an exampple of this behaaviour [20]
eentrance doorss allows our system
s
to reco
ognize a perso
on
in our media player application: thhe system plays the video
eentering the roo
om from the do
oorway, and th
hen take impliccit
as longg as at least oone person facces the large ddisplay, but
aaction by awak
king from stand
dby mode. Sim
milarly, knowin
ng
pausess when that perrson looks awaay for a length of time.
thhe position of the fixed displlay means that the interface on
o
Attenti
tion to other ssurrounding oobjects and deevices. We
thhat display can
n react as a perrson approachees it.
enrichh the concept oof AUIs by inncluding how a person’s
SSemifixed featu
ures in the env
vironment inclu
ude all furniturre,
ssuch as booksh
helves, chairs, and
a tables who
ose position maay
cchange over tim
me. While it iss somewhat ob
bject-dependan
nt,
ssemi-fixed feattures often rem
main at specifiic locations, but
aare per se movaable objects that people rearrrange to adapt to
cchanged situattions (such ass moving a group
g
of chaiirs
aaround a table). Unlike fixed features whose position need
ds
too be configureed only once, knowledge
k
abo
out the position
ns
oof semi-fixed features
f
will haave to be updated over time as
a
cchanges are notticed.

directeed attention to other surrounding objects of the semifixed ffeature space ccan trigger impplicit system reeactions. In
our syystem, the factt that a persoon is holding and facing
towardds a newspapeer (shown in F
Figure 3a) proovides cues
about the focus of tthis person’s aattention, i.e., the system
infers that Fred is reeading, and pauuses video playyback until
Fred sttops reading annd looks back at the screen. IIf Fred had
a simillar gaze to (saay) a bowl of ppopcorn, the viideo would
not havve paused.
A shifft of attention can also be ssuggested by tthe relative
distancce of an objeect to the peerson. For exaample, our
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ssystem detectss when Fred is
hholding his mo
obile phone clo
ose
too his ear (as shown
s
in Figu
ure
33b). It infers that Fred is havin
ng
a phone con
nversation, an
nd
ppauses the viideo until Frred
m
moves his phon
ne away from his
h
hhead. The measurement
m
of
rrelative distancce of phone to
thhe person’s head,
h
as well as
thheir orientatio
on towards eaach
oother, provided
d the necessaary
innformation fo
or the system to
im
mplicitly
reeact
to
th
his
ssituation.

to interact with tthe screen,
or that it is justt a gesture
prooduced as ppart of a
Mobile
connversation.
tokkens, on the oother hand,
creeate a specific context to
dissambiguate annd interpret
gesstures, where it uses the
disstance and locaation of the
objjects relativee to the
perrson and otherr objects to
inffer a certainn explicit
intteraction modee.

Annother examplle includes
thee multiple meaanings held
A
Attention to otther people. We
W
by a mobile token.
Coonsider how thhe meaning
ccan discrimin
nate how one
Figure 4. Explicit interraction triggered through distance
e and
pperson attends other people as orientation between a persoon and digital / nnon-digital physiccal artefact of the mobille phone
a) pen, b) cell phon
ne.
deppended on itss proxemic
a means to trigger implicit
ssystem reaction
ns. For examp
ple, consider Fred
F
and Georg
ge
relatioon to its holderr and to the dissplay. The distaance of the
w
when they turrned towards each other to
o converse (seee
phone to a person’’s head indicated an ongooing phone
converrsation, while holding the same device inn front and
F
Figure 3c). Our
O
scenario illustrated ho
ow the system
im
mplicitly reaccts to this situ
uation by pau
using the videeo.
towardds the displayy shifts its meeaning to an interaction
H
However, by knowing
k
that th
hey are in conv
versation (rather
pointerr.
thhan just know
wing that they
y are looking away from th
he
For thhe actual explicit interactionn with the diggital video
ddisplay), the sy
ystem could hav
ve just turn dow
wn its volume..
contennt displayed onn the large surfface, the personn can move
the po sition of the m
mobile token. C
Changes of the orientation
angle aallow fine graiined positioninng of a pointer iicon on the
screenn, while fast accceleration dow
wnwards can bbe used for
selectiion.

S
Supporting Fin
ne Grained Ex
xplicit Interacttion

IInstead of imp
mplicitly reactiing to a persson’s proxem
mic
rrelation to oth
her semi-fixed
d environmentt objects, these
rrelationships caan also facilitaate a person’s explicit
e
forms of
o
innteraction with
h the system. We introducee the concept of
o
uusing physical objects as mob
bile tokens thatt people can use
too mediate theeir explicit in
nteraction with
h an interactiv
ve
ssurface. The meaning
m
of th
hese tokens is adjusted baseed
uupon the token’s distance and
d orientation to other entities in
thhe space.

Interp reting Conttinuous
Proxe mic Zones

Mov
vements

or

Discrete

Anothher concept iss that the bbehaviours of proxemic
interfaaces can reactt to the posittion and distaance of its
entitie s as either conntinuous moveements, or as m
movements
in and out of discretee proxemic zonnes.

T
To illustrate th
his concept, co
onsider the exp
plicit interactio
on
inn our scenario
o where Fred pointed his cell
c phone or a
ppencil at the su
urface to view
w and select co
ontent. The waay
thhis works is th
hat all mobile tracked
t
objectss are interpreteed
aas mobile tokeens. Three uniits of informattion caused ou
ur
ssystem to interp
pret that token
n as a pointing device are: it is
hheld in front off a person, it iss roughly orien
nted towards th
he
ddisplay, and itt is within a particular disstance from th
he
ddisplay. Indeed
d, we showed how
h two quite different
d
devicees
ccan serve as siimilar tokens: the pen in Fig
gure 4a, and th
he
m
mobile phone in
i Figure 4b. We
W emphasize that we are not
uusing any of th
he digital capabilities of thee mobile digittal
pphone to mak
ke this inferen
nce. Rather (aand as with th
he
pphysical pen) we are using
g only the kn
nowledge of its
i
pposition and orrientation to switch
s
to a cerrtain interactio
on
m
mode.

For coontinuous moveement, the calcculated distancees between
peoplee and devicees function aas input variiables that
continu
nually affect thhe interactive system’s behaaviour. For
exampple, as a persoon approachess a screen of the media
playerr application, the number oof visible videeo preview
thumbbnails shown ccontinually inccrease with disstance (see
Figurees 2a,b). To doo this, the systtem gradually resizes the
preview
w images to a smaller size (zoom out efffect); thus
more ccontent is visibble as the persoon approaches the screen.
Depennding on the siituation, an invverse behaviouur might be
appliedd, where the ssystem actuallyy zooms into tthe content
to makke it larger wheen the person iis approachingg the screen
(similaar to Lean aand Zoom [9]]). Another exxample of
continu
nuous mappingg of distance aas an input reggulator are
the aw
wareness iconss of nearby diigital devices (visible in
Figuree 5). These iccons grow conntinuously, froom a small
circulaar icon indicatting its presencce, to a large aarea on the
screenn that displayss rich content and allows diirect touch
interacction with it (ass in the progression from Figgure 5a-c).

A key advantag
ge is that the use of these mobile
m
tokens as
a
iddentifiers can disambiguate similar lookin
ng gestures. Fo
or
eexample, a gesture recognitiion system caannot tell if th
he
inntent of a persson pointing th
heir hand towarrds the screen is
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signal. This indicattes to the
person that the system
m is active.
Here, we used a discrete
proxem
mic zone arround the
digital display that trriggers this
activatiion behaviourr. At this
point, iif the person just walks
pass thhe display, orr does not
face thhe display, tthe media
player application woould revert
to sleepp mode. If, hoowever, the
person does move ccloser, the
system shows previeew images
of viddeo content, where it
graduallly reveals moore preview
items on the screeen as the
person approaches tthe screen.
Here, we use the continuous
mappinng of distance to the size
and quuantity of prevview items
shown. When the perrson stands
Figure 5. Pro
oximity mediates device to device
e interaction: from
m awareness to d
direct interaction .
within reach of the screen, we
W
With discrete proxemic
p
zoness we can divid
de the space in
nto
enter aanother discrette zone: direct touch interactiion. At that
ddiscrete regionss. A person entters or leaves the
t thresholds of
o
distancce, the personn can use theirr hands for diirect touch
thhese zones, certain actions are triggered in the system
m.
interacction with thee screen conteent; thus the continuous
IIndeed, the usee of zones is inspired by th
he inter-person
nal
resizinng of the dispplayed preview
w thumbnails stops as it
pproxemic distaance zones deffined by Hall [8], and otheers
wouldd otherwise makke selection difficult.
hhave applied zones
z
as a way
y to mediate interaction with
So faar, we have focused on implicit annd explicit
ppublic ambient displays [21] and
a digital whiiteboards [11].
interacctions mediateed through cchanges of a person’s
O
Our media play
yer uses discreete zones in seeveral ways. We
W
distancce and orientattion relative too the large digittal surface.
uuse it to trigg
ger an associaated implicit action
a
(e.g., we
w
Interacctions, howevver, increasinngly take plaace in an
aactivate a displlay screen wheen entering the room). We alsso
enviroonment comprrising an ecology of devicees – from
uuse zones to allow
a
certain forms of exp
plicit interactio
on
sharedd large displayys to portable personal deviices. Using
((e.g., switching
g to an interfface that allow
ws direct toucch
our foour proximity ddimensions, w
we can recognize nearby
innteraction wheen the person is
i standing in close
c
distance to
devicees and thus faccilitate using tthem in conjunnction with
thhe screen).
one annother. This oopens new posssibilities for iinteraction,
commu
munication, andd information exchange. Hoowever, to
A problem asso
ociated with discrete
d
zones occurs
o
when th
he
make ssense of devicce interaction, ppeople require awareness
innterface rapid
dly switches back
b
and fortth between tw
wo
of devvice interconneections and a m
means to move into direct
sstates; this occcurs when thee person stand
ds exactly at a
interacction over them
m.
bborder of one of
o the discretee zones. This is solved via th
he
cconcept of a hyysteresis toleran
nce: the entry and
a exit point of
o
To exxplain, we illustrate devvice-to-device proxemic
eeach region arre not at the same distancce, but are tw
wo
awaren
eness and inteeractions withh the interactivve vertical
sseparate distan
nces. For ex
xample, we use
u
a 15-20%
%
displayy, where the suurface reacts too nearby portabble devices
hhysteresis toleerance for prroxemic regio
ons around th
he
carriedd by a person. This time the ssystem reacts tto distance,
innteractive waall display (percentage of
o the regio
on
continu
nuous movemeent, and orieentation of a person’s
ddimension) to avoid
a
this rapid
d switching.
portabble digital deviice when approoaching the meedia player
displayyed on the surrface. Again, w
we illustrate hoow we use
M
Moving From Awareness
A
to Direct Interac
ction
discrette zones and continuous moovements to m
move from
N
Next, we can combine both
h continuous movements
m
an
nd
awaren
ness
to
direct
in
nteraction.
ddiscrete proxem
mic zones to design system
m interfaces th
hat
m
move fluently from
f
awarenesss to direct exp
plicit interaction.
T
Two examples illustrate this combination.
c

When a person takees a portable m
media player oout of their
pockett while sitting at a distance, tthe system recoognizes the
devicee and indicates a possible intteraction througgh a visual
icon att the border off the display (vvisible in Figurre 5a). This
icon reepresents the pportable device, where it indiccates to the
personn that there is now an oppoortunity to shaare content
betweeen the large suurface and thee portable devvice. While

O
Our media play
yer begins by providing
p
perip
pheral awareness
innformation ab
bout its capab
bilities and content
c
when a
pperson enters th
he room. The system
s
detectss the presence of
o
thhe person at a distance (arou
und 4m), activates the displaay,
ddisplays a welccome animatio
on, and plays a subtle acousttic
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Figure 6: Mediating between multtiple people: a) in
ncoming person sees basic inform
mation such as vvideo title; b) as
o
one moves close
er, the split view provides a more detailed video description;
d
c) wh
hen within reach of the display,
ntrol.
the perrson gets full con

nspired by earrlier approaches
thhis icon visuaalization is in
((e.g., [7] [16]) for visualizing
g spatial relatiionship betweeen
ddevices, it diffeers in how it in
ncorporates proxemic distancce
aand orientation
n information leading from
m awareness to
ddirect interactio
on. If the person then orien
nts this portab
ble
ddevice towardss the large screeen, more detaiiled informatio
on
aabout that deevice and itss contents beecomes visiblle.
D
Depending on the orientation
n between thee device and th
he
laarge surface, the
t icons conttinuously and instantly updaate
thheir position at
a the border off the interactivee wall screen, so
s
thhat they alway
ys face the dirrection of the portable devicce.
A
As the person moves
m
the perssonal device closer to the larg
ge
ddisplay, even more
m
details about
a
the conttent (e.g., titlees)
bbecome visiblee and the preview thumbnailss are shown att a
laarger size (Fig
gure 5b). When
n the person ho
olding the devicce
is within reach of the interactiive screen (i.e., a discrete zon
ne
is entered), the size of the ico
on grows to a large
l
area of th
he
sscreen (visible in Figure 5c)). The icon no
ot only providees
ddetailed inform
mation about th
he content of the device, but
aalso allows fulll direct touch
h interaction. The person caan
nnow drag and drop
d
video item
ms from the po
ortable device to
thhe large surfacce and vice veersa. When pu
utting the devicce
bback in the poccket the visualiization immediiately disappeaars
aand the media player
p
continuees its playback
k.

Personalizattion. The
media playyer could
save one’s seettings as a
personal proofile. This
can includee personal
conffigurations,
idiosyncrasiees of how
the system
m should
to
that
respond
particular peerson, and
that personn’s media
content. Forr example,
particular
when
a
person approoaches the
display, ouur media
player would then
display conttent out of
that personn’s media
library.

Safegu
uards. Identify
fying the persson interactingg with the
system
m can also funnction as a safeeguard to restrrict access.
For innstance, childreen may only bbe allowed to access the
media player applicaation during ppre-defined tim
me slots, or
accesss to available media contennt could be reestricted to
movie s rated for theiir age.
Media
ating People’s Simultaneous
s Interaction

Proxem
mic interactionns should alsoo mediate the interaction
of mulltiple people inn the same spaace. In the sim
mplest case,
as longg as all people are in the sam
me proxemic staate relative
to the display’s surfface, the systeem’s behaviouur could be
similarr to the proxem
mic interactionns introduced ffor a single
personn interacting w
with the surfacee. In reality, hoowever, we
expectt people to be iin different prooxemic stages,, where the
system
m would need to reason abouut how it shouuld mediate
its behhaviour to refflect people’s simultaneous interaction
possibbilities.
Mergin
ing multiple prroxemic distan
nces. In situatiions where
peoplee have differennt proxemic distances to the interactive
displayy of our appliication, the sysstem can be ddesigned to
individdually address people’s diverse proxem
mic needs,
albeit aas a compromiise.
For exxample, we saaw George entter the room w
while Fred
was w
watching a viddeo. George w
wants to know what was
being played, whilee Fred wants to keep wattching. To
comprromise betweenn these needs, the system dissplayed the
title off the currently playing videoo at the top of the screen,
thus suubtly informinng George whille still letting F
Fred watch
withouut too much diistraction (Figuure 6a). If Geoorge sits at
the couuch or on a chaair, the title dissappears.

L
Leveraging Pe
eople’s Identity
y

T
The concepts introduced so far only req
quire knowledg
ge
aabout “a person
n” approaching the display, but they do not
n
rrequire the acttual identity of
o a person. We
W now discu
uss
eexamples that leverage the knowledge about
a
the actu
ual
iddentity of indiv
viduals.
H
History. Know
wing which peerson is interaacting with th
he
ssystem is used to continue acctivities that th
his person begaan
inn the past. For instance, when
n a person enteers the room an
nd
im
mmediately sits down, the media
m
applicattion will resum
me
pplayback of a last video thatt a person prev
viously watcheed
bbut did not finissh.

If Geoorge approachees the screen innstead of sittingg down, the
displayy animates andd splits off a sm
mall region of the screen.
This reegion providess further inform
mation of the vvideo being
playedd: its descriptioon, author infoormation, and the release
date ((Figure 6b). The positioning of this reegion also
dependds on George’s spatial relatiion to the dispplay – if he
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capture the position of passive infrared reflective markers.
These markers are attached to tracked objects, digital
devices, and people (peoples’ head positions are tracked via
hats with reflective markers attached). With this setup, we
can detect markers up to a distance of four meters around
the wall display. The Vicon software returns the
triangulated position of all detected markers.

moves between the left to right side, the information panel
smoothly animates to that side of the display.
When both people are in the same proxemic state, the
views merge. For instance, both people can watch the video
in full screen when seated, or both can explore and choose
from the videos available when standing in front of the
display.

However, our implementation goes beyond this low level
data acquisition. Our Proximity Toolkit [4] wraps the
Vicon real time raw data, where it transforms that data into
a much more usable form available to the programmer via
an object-oriented API. Internally, it maintains a 3D model
of all fixed and semi-fixed features, and of moving tagged
entities in the environment. Entity positions are updated at
50 Hz. Programmers use the Proximity Toolkit’s API to
receive detailed information about the relative and absolute
proximity and orientation between identified people,
objects, and devices (including ray-casting information)
[4]. Our toolkit also includes extensive but easy to use
configuration options for specifying the fixed and semifixed features of the environment.

Handling conflicts. When multiple people are present
within a proximity-aware application, situations will arise
where the system has to handle two conflicting individual
possibilities. For example, consider the scenario situation
of Figure 6c: Fred is sitting in front of the large display
watching a movie, while George moves directly in front of
the display to browse a media collection.
Several strategies are possible to handle these situations.
The system could favour the person in closer proximity;
e.g., George standing directly in front of the display would
have priority over Fred sitting at a larger distance. This is
the solution shown in Figure 6c, where George gets full
access to the media library to select videos; a strategy that
makes sense as Fred’s view is already blocked. Alternately,
the system could have given the video player priority,
disallowing George’s interaction, where they would have to
resolve this through social means (e.g., both standing up to
make a selection). Or the system could create some kind of
composite view, i.e., by moving the video so that Fred
could still see some of it, while still giving George
interactive controls in the blocked part of the screen.

Distributed access to proxemic information. The Ubicomp
ecology includes multiple digital devices – such as personal
portable media player – that also need to be notified about
their movements in the environment and the position and
orientation of nearby objects and people. Our system
maintains a distributed data structure (provided by the
.NetworkingGT Toolkit [1]) shared over a wireless network
connection. This data structure contains precise information
about the position and orientation of the tracked objects.
We designed a hierarchical data structure that stores
information like distance, angle, proxemic areas, and file
transfers for every device. Both the client and server
application subscribe to the relevant values and are
instantly notified about changes. The applications running
on the mobile devices can then trigger actions in response
to sensed spatial movements and proxemic relations.

Differences in Perceiving and Interpreting Proxemics

People’s perception of proxemic relationships are
influenced by gender, cultures, age, work hierarchies, and
other factors [8]. These differences also affect the design of
proxemic interactions. Imagine a system that requires
people to stand in very close proximity to each other to
collaboratively interact with an interactive surface, e.g., to
exchange digital documents. This close proximity might be
perceived as adequate by some, but as too intimate by
others. Therefore, the design of proxemic interactions has
to consider these variations in proxemic perception.

Alternative tracking technologies. We recognize that the
Vicon tracking system is expensive and thus not a realistic
platform for commericalization. However, we believe that
technology for sensing proximity and orientation will soon
be cheaply available to the public at a lower and more
reasonable price. In particular, 3D depth cameras
measuring the time of flight can provide markerless
position- and orientation detection of arbitrary objects in a
3D space; such cameras will soon be cheaply available as
part of game consoles. What is more important is that our
design concepts for proxemic interactions apply are
independent of the tracking technology, as long as the
technology returns the four dimensions of proxemic
relationships: position, orientation, movement, and identity.

In this regard, our implementation – while fully functional
– serves just as an example that illustrates design
possibilities. We do not suggest that our media player is the
ideal, nor that it achieves the perfect balance between
adjudicating proxemic information and implicit or explicit
interaction.
IMPLEMENTATION

We briefly describe the technical setup and software
implementation behind our system.
Tracking position and orientation of people and objects.
Similar to [21], we use a VICON infrared camera tracking
system (www.vicon.com) to acquire fine-grained sensing
information about people, objects, and digital devices
moving around the interactive wall display. Six cameras
emitting infrared light are placed around the SmartBoard to

CONCLUSION

We contribute extended notions of proxemic interaction,
which is based on fine grained sensing of nearby people,
objects, and digital devices. Through a scenario, we
showed how proxemic interactions enable a multitude of
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implicit and explicit interactions with an interactive vertical
display. In particular, we explained how knowing the
continuous movement of an approaching identified person
along with the position, orientation, and usage of identified
digital devices and objects can be exploited in interface
design, e.g., how the system should implicitly respond to
proxemic entities and how the system can afford
opportunities for explicit interactions. We generalize these
as concepts for the design of proxemic interactions, all
illustrated with episodes extracted from our fully-functional
proximity-aware interactive media player.

4.

5.
6.

7.

We will continue our work in several ways. This includes:
how proxemic interactions can mediate people’s interaction
with particular devices (e.g., digital cameras, picture
frames); how proxemic interactions can facilitate interdevice connectivity and information transfer; and how
security / access between devices can be done by knowing
who, what, and where people are within an environment.
We are also interested in investigating the scalability of
these device ecologies, where many people and devices of
different types may enter and leave the environment.

8.
9.

10.

11.

The largest unsolved issue in proxemic interaction is how
one can configure the ‘rules of behaviour’, i.e., how the
system should react to the proxemic information it gathers.
While computer can take action based on its inference of
the proxemic dynamics, it will sometimes get it wrong.
Creating meaning behaviours and repairing mistakes [11]
will, we believe, become a central issue in the design of
such systems. Even with this caveat, we believe that
proxemic interactions will become a powerful way to
realize embodied interaction, where – ideally – the system
naturally responds to people’s social expectations and
practices in their everyday environments, and where
mistakes are easily repaired [11] or of little consequence.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

COMPANION VIDEO

A companion video illustrates many of the concepts
described in this paper. It is available as:
Ballendat, T., Marquardt, N., and Greenberg, S. Proxemic
Interaction: The Video, Research Report 2010-963-12,
Department of Computer Science, University of Calgary,
Calgary, AB, Canada T2N 1N4. June.
http://grouplab.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/Publications.
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